Call for Roster of Pre-vetted Experts in the Area of Anti-corruption

Background

Regional Anti-Corruption Initiative (RAI) is an intergovernmental regional organization, which deals solely with anti-corruption issues, covering the nine member states: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Moldova, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Romania and Serbia.

Observer countries are: Georgia, Poland and Slovenia. Kosovo* institutions are beneficiary of RAI activities. Since its establishment, the RAI acts as a regional platform through which governments of the region combine their efforts to help curb corruption in South Eastern Europe (SEE). It intends to give an impetus to the fight against corruption in South Eastern Europe by building upon existing actions through better co-ordination of all efforts and by relying on high-level political commitment.

We seek to work with individuals and legal persons who may have expertise in and not limited to the following areas:

1. Strategic development and planning of anti-corruption strategies and action plans
   a. Monitoring, evaluation, reporting
      i. Corruption risk assessment
      ii. Corruption proofing of legislation
2. Ethics and integrity in the public sector and specific areas (security sector, judiciary, public administration)
3. Ethics and integrity in private sector/ business integrity
4. Conflict of interest
5. Whistleblowing
6. Political party funding
7. Corruption in certain sub-fields of public sector (sport, education, health, security sector, judiciary, public administration, etc.)
8. Corruption in public procurement
9. Surveys on perception of corruption
10. Investigation, prosecution, adjudication of organized crime, corruption and money laundering
11. Financial investigation, forensic accounting, asset recovery, confiscation
12. Other fields relevant to the fight against corruption (e.g. transparency, personal data protection, good governance and similar)

* This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244/1999 and the ICJ Opinion on the Kosovo declaration of independence.
General information

Call for Applications is open for experts of the RAI member and observer states, as well to other nationalities. Applicants may be either independent individual consultants or registered companies.

Experts enrolled in the Roster will be considered for the future short-term consultancy opportunities, under Individual service contracts.

The first deadline for applications for establishing the initial version of the Roster of pre-vetted Experts is September 15, 2020 (23:59 CET). Following the expiry of the initial Deadline for Applications, Roster will be updated with new experts’ applications bi-annually.

For the details of the application, criteria and requirements for Applicants, selection process and maintenance of the Roster, please refer to the Guide for Roster of pre-vetted experts (Guide).

When applying for Roster, applicants should provide RAI with all documents indicated in section 2.2.1 of the Guide, including all information indicated in its Annex 2 – Mandatory elements of the Curriculum Vitae.

Applications and accompanied documents shall be submitted to the RAI Secretariat via the following email address: vacancy@rai-see.org. All questions regarding the Call submitted five (5) days prior the initial deadline will be posted on RAI’s web site.